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This is a sample abstract for the Molecular Electronic Structure (MES) conference in Metz, France. The preparation instructions are given below.

1. Abstracts should be written in English. The length of each abstract is strictly limited to one page. Abstracts in pdf-format should be submitted by mail to mes2018-contact@univ-lorraine.fr before 1st June 2018. Abstracts which are larger than 10 Mb will not be accepted.

2. Abstracts should be in A4 format (210 mm × 297 mm, i.e. 8.268 inches × 11.693 inches). All text and figures have to fit within side margins of 2.4 cm and top and bottom margins of 2.4 cm. Use the 11 pt Roman font (Roman is the default LaTex font) or a similar font such as Times New Roman throughout the whole Abstract.

3. The title should be typed in all capital letters and centered. If necessary, use a second line, single-spaced just below the first.

4. Leave two lines before the names of the authors and again before the single-spaced affiliations and addresses. In the list of authors, the name of the presenting author should be underlined.

5. After leaving three lines, the body text is typed in a two column format with a 0.75 cm column spacing. The text should be single spaced and the first line of each paragraph should be indented 5 spaces.

6. You may put color figures. Note, however, that the abstracts will be printed in black and white.

7. References in the text should be indicated using numbers in brackets [1]. The list of references follows the last line of the text with one extra line inserted. Follow the Style of the American Institute of Physics [1]. Standard LaTex adds an empty line between references. If you want to avoid this add a negative space after each reference (remove the %-sign before the vspace-command after the reference below).
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